Chapter-IV

Human Resource Management and Administration Practices


Introduction:-

An organization is nothing without human resources. If we have to understand how an organization should manage its human resources, we need to put the problem of HRM in perspective. This can best be accomplished by beginning with a review of how the Indian labour force has changed in the past over 50 years since independence many of the current problems, challenges and opportunities in HRM can be directly traced to the shifting characteristics of the labour force. What is management: - Management is the process of efficiently getting activities completed with & through other people. The management process included the planning, organizing, leading and controlling that takes place to accomplish objectives. Any definition of management must include three common factors, goals, limited resources and people.

What is HRM: - Human Resource Management is concerned with “People- centric issues" in management. Since every organization is made up of people acquiring their services, developing their skills,
motivating them to high levels of performance and ensuring that they continue to maintain their commitments to the organization are essential to achieving organizational objectives. Those organizations that are able to acquire, develop, stimulate and keep outstanding worker will be both effective and efficient, survival of an organization requires managers and workers to co-ordinate their efforts towards an ultimate goal.

Human resource management (HRM) is an approach to the management of people, based on four fundamental principles. First, human resources are the most important assets an organization has and their effective management is the key to its success. Second, this success is most likely to be achieved if the personnel policies and procedures of the enterprises are closely linked with, and make a major contribution to, the achievement of corporate objectives and strategic plans. Third, the corporate culture and the values, organizational climate and managerial behaviour that emanate from that culture will exert a major influence on the achievement of excellence. This culture must, therefore, be managed which means that organizational values may need to be changed or reinforced, and that continuous effort, starting from the top, will be required to get them accepted and acted upon. Finally, HRM is concerned with integration-getting all the members of the organization involved and working together with a sense of common purpose.

**Concept of HRM**

HRM is a strategic approach to the acquisition, motivation, development and management of the organization's human resources. It is a specialized field that attempts to dividing an appropriate corporate culture, and introducing programmes which reflect and support the core values of the enterprise and ensure its success. HRM is proactive rather than reactive, i.e., always looking forward to what needs to be done and
then doing it, rather than waiting to be told what to do about recruiting paying or training people, or dealing with employee relations problems as they arise. The techniques for the application of HRM will include many familiar functions of personnel managers, such as manpower planning, selection, performance appraisal, salary administration, training and management development. These will be overlaid by special programmes designed to improve communication systems, involvement, commitment, and productivity. Broadly, there are three meanings attached to the concept of HRM. In the first place, persons working in an organization are regarded as a valuable source, implying that there is a need to invest time and effort in their development. Secondly, they are human resources which mean that they haven their own special characteristics and, therefore, cannot be treated like material resources. The approach focuses on the need to humanize organizational life and introduce human values in the organization. And thirdly, human resources do not merely focus on employees as individuals, but also on other social realities, units and processes in the organization. These include the role or the job a person has in the organization, the dyadic unit, (consisting of the person and his superior), the various teams in which people work, inter-team processes, and the entity of the total organization. The important assumptions of HRM are as follows:

1. The members of an organization are reservoirs of untapped resources.
2. There is scope for unlimited development of these resources.
3. It is more in the nature of self-development than development thrust from outside.
4. The organization also undergoes development with the overall benefits along with the development of its members.
5. The organization further develops a culture in which utmost emphasis is placed on harmonious superior-subordinate relations, teamwork,
collaboration among different groups of individuals, open communication, and above all, integration of the goals of the organization with the needs of the employees.

6. Top management takes the initiative for HRM, formulates necessary plans and strategies, and creates an overall climate and support for its implementation. The management of human resources is more of an art than a science. In practice it is an "art" full of pitfalls, judgement calls, and learning from past mistakes.

**Meaning & Definitions**

Simply put Human Resource Management (HRM) is a management function that helps manager’s recruit, select, train and develops members for an organization. Obviously, HRM is concerned with the people's dimension in organizations. Human resource management is also a management function concerned with hiring, motivating and maintaining people in an organization. It focuses on people in organizations. We quote three definitions on HRM. But before quoting the definitions, it is useful to point out the essentials which must find their place in any definition. The core points are:

1. Organizations are not mere bricks, mortar, machineries or inventories. They are people. It is the people who staff and manage organizations.
2. HRM involves the application of management functions and principles. The functions and principles are applied to acquisitioning, developing, maintaining & remunerating employees in organizations.
3. Decisions relating to employees must be integrated. Decisions on different aspects of employees must be consistent with other human resource (HR) decisions.
4. Decisions made must influence the effectiveness of an organization. Effectiveness of an organization must result in betterment of services to customers in the form of high-quality products supplied at reasonable costs.

5. HRM functions are not confined to business establishment only. They are applicable to non-business organizations too such as education, health care, recreation and the like.

The following three definitions collectively cover all the five core points:-

1. HRM a series of integrated decisions that form the employment relationship, their quality contributes to the ability of the organizations and the employees to achieve their objective.

2. HRM is concerned with the people dimension in management. Since every organization is made up of people acquiring their services, developing their skills, motivating them to higher levels of performance and ensuring that they continue to maintain their commitment to the organization are essential to achieving organizational objectives. This is true, regardless of the type of organization- government, business, education, health, recreation, or social action.

3. HRM is the planning, organizing directing & controlling of the procurement development compensation, integration, maintenance & separation of human resources to the end that individuals, organizational and social objectives are accomplished.

Thus, HRM refers to a set of programmes, functions and activities designed and carried out in order to maximize both employee as well as organizational effectiveness. Human Resource Management is the utilization of individuals to achieve organizational objectives. As
defined by John Bratton and Jeffrey Gold (2003)- Human Resource Management is a strategic approach to managing employment relations which emphasizes that leveraging people's capabilities is critical to achieving sustainable competitive advantage, this being achieved through a distinctive set of integrated employment policies programs & practices. Human Resource Management (HRM) is a process of bringing people and organizations together so that the goals of each are met. It is that part of the management process which is concerned with the management of human resources in an organization. It tries to secure the best from people by winning their wholehearted co-operation. In short, it may be defined as the art of procuring, developing and maintaining competent work force to achieve the goals of an organization in an effective and efficient manner. According to Invancevich and Glueck, " HRM is concerned most effective use of people to achieve organizational and individual goals. It is a way of managing people at work, so that they give their best to the organizations".

According to fisher: - “Human Resource Management involves all management decisions and practices that directly affect or influence the people, or human resources, who work for the organization”. Human resource management is a strategic and coherent approach to the management of an organization's most valued assets- the people working there who individually and collectively contribute to the achievement of its goals. As defined by story (1995): Human Resource Management which seeks to obtain competitive advantage through the strategic deployment of highly committed and skilled work force, using an array of cultural, structural & personnel techniques. There is a specific set of HRM Policies which are best practice and which lead to
high levels of employee performance. This encompasses items such as team work, flexibility, quality and organizational commitment. Human resource management- is therefore, part of the process that helps the organization achieve its objectives. Once the general direction and strategic have been established the next stage is to formulate firm objectives & develop these into actions plans. The objectives cannot be attained without the required resources, which of course include people. HRM should be part of the process which determined what people are required, how to use them, how to HR Strategy get them and how to manage them. It should be fully integrated with all the other management processes. The place of HRM in relation to the organizations other activities is summarized in figure

Chart: - 4.1

Human Resource Management Process
In other words, all management decisions & practices that directly affects or influence people- planning acquiring, retaining (controlling turnover), developing or training, performance appraisal, compensation, safety & health, family & work life. HRM has a wide range of functions and areas of responsibility. HRM is commonly defined as a" Process of acquiring, training, appraising and compensation employees and attending to their labour relations, health & safety and fairness concerns" (Dessler, 2005), and as a "Strategic and coherent approach to the management of an organizations most valued assets- the people working there who individually and collectively contribute to the achievement of its goals. [Armstrong, 1999] Hall and Goodale (1986) add that HRM is a " Process of bringing people and organizations together so that the goals of each are met", with the aim of the "optional degree of fit among the four components- the environment, organization, Job and individual". David A. Decenza and Stephen P. Rabbins defined HRM-"Process consisting of four functions- acquisition, development- motivation and maintainance of human resources. Edward Filippo defines- personnel management is the planning, organizing, directing and controlling of the procurement, development, compensation, integration, maintainance and separation of human societal objectives are accomplished. Storey (1989) believes that HRM can be regarded as a set of interrelated policies with an ideological and philosophical under pinning. He suggests four aspects that constitute the meaningful version of HRM.  
1. A particular constellation of beliefs & assumptions.  
2. A strategic thrust informing decisions about people management.  
3. The central involvement of line managers and  
4. Reliance upon a set of 'levers' to shape the employment relationship.
Nature of Human Resource Management

It is rather difficult to express the true nature of human resource management. Human resource management is concerned with the management of people at work. It reflects a new philosophy, a new approach and a new outlook. The human factor plays such an important role in the field of management that some people consider human resource management and management as one and the same thing. As Appley observes: "Management is the development of people and not the direction of things."

History of Human Resource Management

Management of human resources, as a subject of study even though of relatively recent origin- the concept upon which the theory is based-dates back to 400 B.C. (chaldeans Incentive wage plans) Minimum wage and incentive wage plans were in Babylonian codes or Hammurabai around 1800 B.C. The Chinese as early as 1650 B.C. had originated the principle of Division of Labour (specialization). The span of management and the related concepts of organization were well understood by Moses around 1200 B.C. In India, kantilya observed a sound base for systematic management- of human resource as early as 4th century B.C. Prior to Industrial Revolution the status of labour was extremely low and the human relationships between the employer and the employees were characterized by salvery, serfdom was based on positive incentive system. However, both there systems have been replaced with the growth of manufacturing and commercial enterprises by the guild system involving master crafts. Man (the owner) the Journeyman (the traveling worker) and the apprentice. Guild system marked the beginning of Human Resource Management for selection, training & development of workers and emergence of collective
bargaining for wages & working conditions. The Industrial Revolution followed the new economic doctrine of laissez-faire. New industrial organizations were characterized by the factory system (a change from cottage system or home entered production system) which deteriorated the employer, employees relationship due to unhealthy work, environment, long working hours, fatigue, monotony, strain, increased likelihood of accidents etc. Reviewing the history, it is observed that great thrust had been given to personnel management functions by business expansion, labour strategies & higher wage rates during the 1st world war (1917). Many of these activities had been initiated for welfare and paternalism. The great depression of 1920-21 threw many personnel men out of jobs and this created a disillusion for this profession. A number of literatures came up world-wide during 1920-22, dealing with different areas of personnel administration, by 1923, the profession had reached the stage of maturity, as organizational started giving importance to it like other core functions, viz. production and marketing.

**Evolution of Human Resource Management:**
As a part of introduction to the subject, it is useful to study the evolution of HRM. HRM a relatively new term emerged during the 1970s. Many people continue to refer to the discipline by its older, more traditional titles, such as personnel management- or personnel administration. The trend is changing. The term nowadays used in industry circles is HRM coming to the evolution of HRM as a subject, it may be stated that concern for the welfare of workers in the management of business enterprises has been in existence since ages. Kautilya's Arthashastra states that there existed a sound base for systematic management of resources during as early as the 4th century BC. The government- then took on active interest in the operation of public and private sector
enterprises & provided systematic procedures for regulating employer-employee relationships. Elsewhere, human resources in organizations received the management attention much earlier. As early as in 18000 B.C. it, minimum wage rate and 'incentive wage plan' were included in the Babylonian code of Hummurabai. Experts of HRM in our country have tried to chronicle the growth of the subject only since the 1920s. This was the period when state intervention to protect the interests of workers was felt necessary because of the difficult conditions which followed the first world war, and the emergence of trade unions. The Royal commission (1931) recommended the appointment of labour welfare officers to deal with the selection of workers and to settle their grievances. The factories Act, 1948, made appointment of welfare officers compulsory in industrial establishments employing 500 or more workers each. In course of time, two professional bodies, the Indian Institute of personnel management (IIPM) and the National institute of Labour management (NILM) were set up. IIPM had its head quarters at Kolkata and NILM at Mumbai. These two places were the premier centres of traditional industry (jute & cotton respectively) in pre-independent India. The aftermath of the Second World War and the country's political independence witnessed increased awareness an expectations of workers. During the 1960s, the personnel function began to expand beyond the welfare aspect, with labour welfare, IR and personnel administration- integrating into the emerging profession called personnel management (pm). Simultaneously, the massive thrust given to the heavy industry in the context of planned economic development, particularly since the second five-year plan and the accelerated growth of the public sector in the national economy resulted in a shift in focus towards professionalisation of management. By the 1970s a shift in professional values was discernible. It shifted from a
concern for welfare to a focus on efficiency. In the 1980's professionals began to talk about new technologies, HRM challenges and HRD. The two professional bodies, IIPM & NILM, merged in 1980 to form the National Institute of personnel management (NIPM). In the 1990s the emphasis shifted to human values & productivity through people. Reflecting this trend, the American society for personnel Administration (ASPA) was renamed as the society for Human Resources Management (SHRM). Thus beginning in the 1920s the subject of HRM has grown into a matured profession.

**Table No: - 4.1**

**Evolution of HRM in India**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Period</th>
<th>Development status</th>
<th>Outlook</th>
<th>Emphasis</th>
<th>Status</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1920-1930s</td>
<td>Beginning</td>
<td>Pragmatism of Capitalists</td>
<td>Statutory, welfare paternalism</td>
<td>Clerical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1940-1960s</td>
<td>stniggIin for recognition</td>
<td>Technical legalistic</td>
<td>Introduction of techniques</td>
<td>Administrative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1970-1980s</td>
<td>Achieving sophistication</td>
<td>professional. legalistic. impersonal</td>
<td>Regulatory, conforming imposition of on other functions</td>
<td>Managerial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1990s</td>
<td>promising</td>
<td>philosophical</td>
<td>Human vahies productivity through</td>
<td>Executive</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Characteristics of Human Resource Management

(i) Human oriented: Human resource management, as the name suggests, is concerned with the management of human resource of an organization consisting of all individuals engaged in any of the organizational activities at any level. It deals with human relationship within an organization. It is the process of bringing people and organization together to achieve their goals.

(ii) Development oriented: Human resource management lays stress on development of employees' potential, capacity, interest and their personality. It helps the employees to get maximum satisfaction out of their work.

(iii) Pervasive in nature: Human resource management is very wide in its nature. It is concerned with the management of human resource of an organization consisting of all individuals engaged in any of the organization's activities at any level. Again, human resource management is pervasive in nature as people are the necessary ingredients in any organization. The human resource of an organization consists of all individuals at all levels. It has wide coverage. It is not confined to industry alone. It equally applies to all types of organizations- government, non-government, educational, social, religious, etc. Moreover, it is not confined to personnel functions alone but to all the functional areas, i.e. production, marketing, finance, etc. in factories, and nursing, medical, para-medical, housekeeping, maintenance, etc. in hospitals.

(iv) Continuous process: Human resource management is a continuing and never
ending process. It flows like a river continuously and is not stationary like a pool or pond. It cannot be switched on and off like an electric bulb. It is a constant function of an organization whether be it an industry or a hospital.

(v) Multi-disciplinary: Human resource management deals with human beings which have feelings and emotions too. Therefore, it is imperative to apply the doctrines of economics, anthropology, sociology and psychology, etc. to deal with them effectively.

(vi) Developing discipline: Human resource management is a developing discipline and is of recent origin as compared to the other specialized functions of management, i.e. productions, marketing or finance. It made its humble beginning only in the latter part of the nineteenth century.

(vii) Management oriented: The human resource department operates in an auxiliary or advisory capacity to other departments in the organization. It exists to assist and advise the line and operating managers to do their personnel work more effectively.

**Fundamental principles of Human Resource Management:**

Human resource management of an organization represents one of its largest investments. Therefore, it is of utmost importance to deal with its human resources sympathetically and tactfully. Peter Drucker in his book, *Practice of Management* (Heinemann, 1959), wrote. "An effective management must direct the vision and effort of all managers towards a common goal." His concept of a visionary goal-directed leadership is fundamental to human resource management. While Douglas McGregor advocated management by integration and self-control, he believed that a management philosophy needed to be build up, based on attitudes and beliefs about people and the managerial role of achieving integration.
Thus human resource management is an approach to the management of people based on the following fundamental principles:

1. Human resource management is concerned with integration by getting all the members of the organization involved so that they may work together with a sense of common purpose.

2. Human resource policies of the organization should be fair to all. They should make a major contribution to the achievement of an organization's objectives as well as provide conductive atmosphere of working to the employees so that their output is maximum.

3. Human resources are the most important assets and their tactful management is the key to success of an organization.

4. The culture and values of an organization exert enormous influence on the organization. Therefore, organizational values and culture should be accepted and acted upon by one and all in the organization.

If the aforesaid fundamental principles are followed in letter and spirit, human resource management will tap a reservoir of untapped resources, develop a culture in which utmost emphasis will be placed on harmonious superior-subroutine relationship, and will create an overall climate in which the organization and its human resources will be able to do their best for each other.

**Human Resource Utilization:**

No organization can survive for long without proper utilization of its human resources. Therefore, it is essential to treat them with dignity as adults and partners. These fundamental human values can provide a base for closer ties between management and its personnel. Once both parties have a clear understanding of each other, industries can have maximum
production and hospitals/hotels can provide best service. The following steps should be taken to improve the use of human resources:

1. Improve recruitment, selection and induction programme.
2. Increase manpower budget.
3. Introduce incentive scheme
4. Start work measurement system
5. Introduce training programmes based on training needs
6. Lay emphasis on new technology.
7. Stress on future planning.

Thus proper human resource utilization will not only be in the interest of the organization but of the nation as well.

**Scope of Human Resource Management:**
The scope of HRM is indeed vast. All major activities in the working life of a worker—from the time of his or her entry into an organization until he or she leaves—come under the purview of HRM. Specifically, the activities included are HR planning, Job analysis and design, recruitment and selection, orientation and placement, training and development, performance appraisal and job evaluation, employee and executive remuneration, motivation and communication, welfare, safety and communication, welfare, safety and health, industrial relations (IR) and the like. For the sake of convenience, we can categorize all these functions into seven sections (i) Introductions to HRM. (ii) Employee Hiring (iii) Employee and executive remuneration (iv) Employee motivations (v) Employee maintenance (vi) IR and (vii) Prospects of HRM.
According to Date Yoder, the scope of human resource management is very wide. It consists of the following functions. 1. Setting general and specific management policy for organizational relationships, and establishing and maintaining a suitable organization for leadership and co-operation. 2. Collective bargaining, contract negotiation, contract administration and grievance handling. 3. Staffing the organization, finding-getting and holding prescribed types and number of workers. 4. Aiding in the self-development of employees at all levels providing opportunities for personal development and growth as well as for acquiring requisite skill and experience. 5. Developing and maintaining motivation for workers by providing incentives. 6. Reviewing and auditing manpower management in the organization. 7. Industrial relations research-carrying out studies designed to explain employee behaviour and thereby effecting improvement in manpower management. The Indian Institute of Personnel Management has described the scope of human resource management into the following aspects:
1. The Labour or Personnel Aspect: It is concerned with manpower planning, recruitment, selection, placement, induction, transfer, promotion, demotion, termination, training and development, layoff and retrenchment, wage and salary administration (remuneration), incentives, productivity, etc.

2. The Welfare Aspect: This aspect is concerned with working conditions and amenities such as canteens, crèches, rest rooms, lunch rooms, housing, transport, education, medical help, health and safety, washing facilities, recreation and cultural facilities, etc.

3. The Industrial Relations Aspect: This is concerned with the company's relations with the employees. It includes union-management relations, joint consultation, negotiating, collective bargaining, grievance handling, disciplinary actions, settlement of industrial disputes, etc.

The Semantics:
As in any other discipline there is the problem of semantics in HRM too. First, we have two terms namely, Personnel management (PM) and Human Resource Management (HRM). Between these two terms there is a basic difference, and it is useful to understand as to what it is. HRM differs from PM both in scope and orientation. HRM views people as an important source or asset to be used for the benefit of organizations employees & the society. It is emerging as a distinct philosophy of management aiming at policies that promote mutuality- mutual goals, mutual respect, mutual rewards & mutual responsibilities. The belief is that policies of mutuality will elicit commitment which in turn, will yield both better economic performance and greater human resource
development (HRD). Though a distinct philosophy, HRM cannot be treated in isolation. It is being integrated into the overall strategic management of business. Further, HRM represents the latest term in the evolution of the subject. The year 1990 was a turning point in this evolution. The American society for personnel Administration (ASPA) the largest professional association in this field of management changed its name to the society for Human Resource Management (SHRM). Since then the expression is gradually replacing the hackneyed term personal management.

PM has a limited scope and an inverted orientation. It viewed labour as a total the behaviour of which could be manipulated for the benefit of the organization and replaced when it was worn-out. The personnel department itself was not treated with respect. It was filled with not-very-productive employees whose services could be spared with minimal damage to the organizations on-going operations. Personnel function was treated as a routine activity meant to hire new employees and to maintain personnel records. It was never considered a part of the strategic management of business, historically, PM preceded HRM. Following table draws the line of separation between HRM & PM quite clearly.
### Differences between HRM & PM

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Employment Contract</td>
<td>Careful delineation of written contracts</td>
<td>Aim to go beyond contract</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Rules</td>
<td>importance of devising clear rules</td>
<td>Can do outlook, impatience with rule</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>Management task vis-à-vis labour</td>
<td>Monitoring</td>
<td>Nurturing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>Key relations</td>
<td>Labour management</td>
<td>Customer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>Initiatives</td>
<td>Piecemeal</td>
<td>Integrated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td>Speed of decision</td>
<td>Slow</td>
<td>Fast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.</td>
<td>Management role</td>
<td>Transactional</td>
<td>Transformational leadership</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.</td>
<td>Communication</td>
<td>Indirect</td>
<td>Direct</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.</td>
<td>Prized Management skills</td>
<td>Negotiation</td>
<td>Facilitation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.</td>
<td>Selection</td>
<td>Separate. Marginal task</td>
<td>Integrated, key task</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13.</td>
<td>Pay</td>
<td>job evaluation (Fixed grades)</td>
<td>performance related</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table No:-4.2
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>14.</th>
<th>Conditions</th>
<th>separately negotiated</th>
<th>Harmonisation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>15.</td>
<td>Labour Management</td>
<td>Collective-bargaining contracts</td>
<td>Individual contracts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16.</td>
<td>Job categories &amp; grades</td>
<td>Many</td>
<td>Few</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17.</td>
<td>Job Design</td>
<td>Division of Labour</td>
<td>Team work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18.</td>
<td>Conflict handling</td>
<td>Research temporary</td>
<td>Manage climate &amp; culture</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Policy Goals of HRM**

1. Managing people as assets that are fundamental to the competitive advantage of the organization.
2. Aligning HRM policies with organizational policies.
3. Developing a close sit of HR policies, procedures systems with one another.
4. Creating a flatter and more flexible organization to change.
5. Encouraging team working and co-operation across internal organizational boundaries.
6. creating a strong customer first- philosophy throughout the organization.
7. Empowering employees to manage their own self development and learning.
8. Developing reward strategies designed to support a performance driver culture.
9. Improving employee involvement through better internal communication.
10. Building greater employee commitment to the organization.
11. Increasing line management responsibility for HR Policies.
12. Developing the facilitating role of managers as enables.

The goal of the human resource management function is to create an environment that fosters staff development and continued learning to support the organization's mission. Improvement of the human resource management function focuses on understanding essential processes and revising those processes based on relevant data.

**Objectives of HRM:**
The precise objectives of human resource management will vary from organization to organization and will depend on the organization's stage of development. At one extreme, for example, the human resource specialist will be seen as someone who looks after the administrative side of people management, i.e. preparing contracts of employment, maintaining personnel files and so on. At the other extreme, he or she will be seen as an integral and vital part of the business planning process. Human resource management is concerned with the management of personnel at work. The way in which the personnel are recruited, selected, trained, developed and utilized by management largely determines whether the organization will achieve its objectives or not. Therefore, the personnel available to management in the organization need to be properly looked after, utilized and coordinated. It is through the combined efforts of the management as well as of its personnel, the objectives of an organization can be achieved. Without concerted and combined efforts, an organization cannot accomplish its objectives. Now it is universally recognized that the effectiveness with which personnel are coordinated and utilized is directly responsible for the success of any organization. Therefore, human resource management aims at obtaining and maintaining a capable work force so that the
objectives of the organization can be achieved. Briefly, the following are the objectives of human resource management:

1. Obtaining and developing the right personnel.
2. Providing effective motivation and leadership.
3. Paying attractive remuneration and treating them like brothers and sisters.
4. Effective utilization of human resources in the achievement of organizational goals.
5. Establishment and maintenance of an adequate organizational structure and desirable working relationships among all members of the organization.
6. Securing integration of the individual and informal groups with the organization, and thereby ensuring their commitment, involvement and loyalty.
7. Recognition and satisfaction of individual needs and group goals.
8. Provision of maximum opportunities for individual development and advancement.
9. Maintenance of high morale in the organization.
10. Continuous strengthening and appreciation of human assets.

From these objectives one can conclude that the emphasis has been laid on the following recruitment, selection, induction, providing adequate salary, periodic appraisal, specific training, retirement compensation, individual development, providing employees’ welfare, better working conditions, and mutual confidence etc.

These are the life-blood of human resource management.
Table No:-4.3
HRM Objectives and Functions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sr No.</th>
<th>HRM Objectives</th>
<th>Supporting Functions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Societal Objectives</td>
<td>1. Legal compliance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2. Benefits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3. Union-Management relations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Organizational Objectives</td>
<td>1. Human resource planning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2. Employee relations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3. Selection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4. Training and development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5. Appraisal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>6. Placement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>7. Assessment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Functional Objectives</td>
<td>1. Appraisal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2. Placement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3. Assessment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Personal Objectives</td>
<td>1. Training and development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2. Appraisal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3. Placement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4. Compensation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5. Assessment</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Human Resource Management Functions:**
The major functional areas in human resource management are: 1) planning 2) staffing 3) employee development and 4) employee maintenance. These four areas and their related functions share the common objective of an adequate number of competent employees with
the skills, abilities, knowledge, and experience needed for further organizational goals. Although each human resource function can be assigned to one of the four areas of personnel responsibility, some functions serve a variety of purposes. For example performance appraisal measures serve to stimulate and guide employee development as well as salary administration purposes. The compensation function facilitates retention of employees and also serves to attract potential employees to the organization. A brief description of usual human resource functions is given below:

- Human Resource Planning
- Job Analysis
- Staffing
- Orientation
- Training and Development
- Performance Appraisal
- Career Planning
- Compensation
- Benefits
- Labour Relations
- Record-keeping

The importance & significance of HRM:

One of the first question any reader might be tempted to ask is why human resource management rather than Personnel Management? Is there a difference and, if so what is it? There are a number of different perceptions of what the two terms mean, with human resource management—often management of the organizations people to achieve business objectives, while personnel management is seen as placing greater emphasis on the management of personnel system & procedures.
HRM is often viewed as a mechanism for integrating human resource policies & practices into the organization's business strategy, and also as a more up-to-date description, emphasizing as it does that people are a resource to be managed just as much as any of the organization's other resources and that they are an asset rather than a cost. Managing people is the heart and essence of being a manager. It concerns all activities relating to human in the organization. The importance of human resource management- has increased these days because management can achieve the organizational objectives only with the co-operation of the people working in the organization. Without the efficient use of human resources management can never accomplish organizational objectives. Therefore creating and maintaining a motivated workforce is the central responsibility of management everywhere. Management of human resources is a very challenging job. It is not only concerned with managing people at work but also with managing a social dynamic nature of human element. Human resources comprise a large number of individuals of different sex, age-group, socio-religious groups and of different educational not only similar behaviour patterns and characteristic to certain degree, but also they have many dissimilarities. Each individual who works has his own set of needs, drives, goals and experiences and also possesses his own physical & psychological traits. A person is not only a product of his biological inheritance but also a result of interactions with his environment family relationships, religious influences racial background, educational accomplishment and many other environmental factors affects him as he works. Among the environmental factors which influence his work behaviour are various organizational elements such as authority relationships, organizational goals, procedures, rules & policies, informal group relationship, the type and manner of supervision received by the employee etc. The quality of
an organization is to a large degree determined by the quality people it employees. Success for most organizations depends on finding the employees with the skills to successfully perform the tasks required to attain the company's strategic goals. Staffing and human resource management decision and methods are critical to ensuring that the organization hires and keeps the right personnel. The importance of HRM can be discussed at four levels—corporate, professional, social and national (Gupta, 1997)

1. Significance for an Enterprise:
Human resource management can help an enterprise in achieving its goals more efficiently and effectively in the following ways.
   a) Attracting and retaining the required talent through effective human resource planning, recruitment, selection, placement, orientation, compensation and promotion policies.
   b) Developing the necessary skills and right attitudes among the employees through training, development, performance appraisal, etc.
   c) Utilising effectively the available human resources.
   d) Ensuring that the enterprise will have in future a team of competent and dedicated employees.

2. Professional Significance:
Effective management of human resources helps to improve the quality of work life. It permits team work among employees by providing a healthy, working environment. It contributes to professional growth in the following ways:
   a) Providing maximum opportunities for personal development each employee.
   b) Maintaining healthy relationships between individuals and different work groups.
   c) Allocating work properly.
3. Social Significance:
Sound human resource management has a great significance for the society. It helps to enhance the dignity of labour in the following ways:

a) Providing suitable employment that provides social and psychological satisfaction to people.

b) Maintaining a balance between the jobs available and the jobseekers in terms of numbers, qualifications, needs and aptitudes.

c) Eliminating waste of human resources through conservation of physical and mental health.

4. National Significance:
Human resources and their management play a vital role in the development of a nation. The effective exploitation and utilization of a nation's natural, physical and financial resources require an efficient and committed manpower. There are wide differences in development between countries with similar resources due to differences in the quality of their people. Countries are under developed because their people are backward. The level of development in a country depends primarily on the skills, attitudes and values of its human resources. Effective management of human resources helps to speed up the process of economic growth which in turn leads to higher standards of living and fuller employment.

**Guidelines for better HRM:**
Following are few guidelines for better HRM.

a) Develop People

b) Grooming Future Talent

c) Employees Deployment

d) Build Employee Communities

e) Turn Managers into Coaches
Concerns of HRM:
"HRM refers to the practices & policies one needs to carry out the people or human resources aspects of a management position". This would include a lot of activities of the following nature
1. Jobs analysis
2. Job description
3. Job postings
4. Recruitment
5. Selection of Candidates
6. Inducting new employees
7. Managing wage & salary administration
8. Providing other benefits & incentives
9. Conducting performance appraisal
10. Training & developing the employees
11. Retaining the employees.

All these above functions, from the point of view of the present research work, can be grouped under three broad heading viz. 1) Recruitment & selection 2) Training & Development and 3) Compensation & Retention. All these three components of Human Resource Management are very important to all the managers of the organization not for only it would always helps then in not getting into erroneous man management practices, it would help them rather in ensuring rather getting better results by managing people. “For many years it has been said that capital is the bottleneck for a developing industry. I don't think this any longer hold true. I think it is the work force and the company's inability to recruit & maintain a good workforce that does constitute the bottleneck for production. I don't know of any major project backed by good ideas, vigor enthusiasm that has been stopped by shortage of cash & do not know of any industries whose growth has been partly stopped
or hampered because they cannot maintain an efficient & enthusiastic labour force & I think, this will hold true even more in the future". If it is so, the HRM function becomes the responsibility whether of line function or staff functions. But the researcher, keeping the scope of the research work in mind prefers to discuss the components of HRM purely as & staff activity i.e. as being carried out by the managers of HR department as such & discusses very briefly on the following:

A) Recruitment & Selection:-
The above function for obvious reasons varies from me organization to the other but on an average includes the following:-
i) Identification of the need for the new employees & the time scale for the recruitment process.
ii) Clarifying the job specification & qualities required for the job to be carried out in the organization.
iii) Selecting the right kind of manpower.

B) Training & Development:
i) Orienting, employees regarding the organization & the job responsibilities as well, inducting & training, the new employees of the organization.
ii) Evaluating & recommending employees to various training & development programme carried out by extend agency.
iii) Providing leadership & team spirit to build effective working teams.
iv) Performance appraisal
v) Assessing the career progress of the sub-ordinates & providing them with career paths.
C) Compensation & Retention:
i) Conducting job evaluation procedure to determine relative work of each job in the organization.

ii) Conducting salary surveys to determine to find out on the payment modes of other similar organizations.

iii) Working out the financial incentives and pay plan alternatives.

iv) Developing benefit & services packages for the employees.

v) Working out various strategies on retaining the employer & implementing such strategies.

vi) Handling employee relations issues with speed & without bias.


Human resource development is the main function of human resource management. Every organization has the responsibility to develop its human resources if it wants to remain operational and grow further. In the modern times, human resource development is the No. 1 task for any organization. Its survival and growth depend on human resource development. Organizations have now realized that employees are human beings and if their talent is developed, they can be of immense help. This is the reason that the employees in scientifically and professionally managed organizations are being helped in a continuous and planned way so that they can acquire capabilities required to perform various functions associated with their present or future roles, develop their inner potentials for their own as well as organizational development processes, and also develop an organizational process and culture in which human relations are better, and more emphasis is laid on teamwork which lead to professional well-being, motivation and instill a sense of pride in the employees. Human resource management is a process of bringing an organization and its employees together so that
the goals of the employees as well as those of organization are met. It is that part of the management of human resources in an organization. It tries to secure the best from employees by winning their confidence and wholehearted cooperation. Human resource management, therefore, involves all managerial decisions, philosophy, policies and practices that directly influence human resource. It is a process consisting of acquisition, development, motivation and maintenance of human resources. It means that human resource management includes human resource planning, job analysis, job design, welfare, motivation, employee participation in management, organizational development, performance appraisal, job evaluation, human relations, employee counseling and human resource information system. Personnel management is concerned with the manpower planning, recruitment, selection, orientation, salary administration, performance appraisal, training, working conditions, safety, welfare, promotion, transfer, collective bargaining, disciplinary action and resignation/termination/retirement. According to Flippo, "Personal Management of Human Resource Management is the planning organizing, directing and controlling the procurement, development, compensation, integration and maintenance of people for the purpose of contributing to organizational, individual and social goals". Flippo also emphasizes that various managerial functions relating to procurement and maintenance of people in an organization come under personnel management. The term "human resource management" used synonymously with personnel management signifies the staffing function of management. However, some people distinguish between human resource management and personal management by including personnel responsibilities in respect of operative positions (workers) under human resource management and those with regard to managerial
positions under staffing. But this distinction is useless in practice. It is because human resource management is concerned with the management of human resource of an organization consisting of all individuals engaged in any of the organizational activities at any level. Some others distinguish between human resource management deals with planning, recruitment, selection, orientation, training, performance appraisal, promotion, transfers and separations while personnel management deals with manpower planning, recruitment, selection, orientation, training, salary administration, performance appraisal, working conditions, safety, welfare, health services, promotion, transfer, separation, communication, counselling, collective bargaining, disciplinary actions and personnel audit. Thus human resource management deals only with bright side of the personnel activities and personnel management deals both with the bright as well as dark side of the personnel activities of an organization. Therefore, human resource management is a narrower term, whereas personnel management is a wider term. The author does not want to add further to this controversy and is personally against it. There is no denying the fact, however, that human resource management is characterized as being employee oriented with an emphasis on the maximization of individual skills and motivation through consultation with the workforce so as to produce high levels of commitment to organizational strategic goals. It is a resource to be used to its fullest capacity. It is an asset to be invested in. As far as human resource management is concerned, it is non-strategic, reactive and preventive. Human resource management certainly stresses those expectations which are not being fulfilled through personnel management. Therefore, human resource management is depicted as having an agenda which addresses business-related issues and thereby contributes to the overall success of the organization in a proactive
manner while personnel management is depicted as having an agenda set for it by the more mundane requirements of the day, in a more reactive manner. Thus some people view personnel management as curative and human resource management as preventive by nature. In its essence, human resource management is a strategic approach to the acquisition, motivation, development of the organization's human resources. It is a specialized field that attempts to develop programmes, policies and activities to further the satisfaction of individual and organizational needs, goals and objectives. It is devoted to establishing proper organizational culture and introducing programmes which reflect and support the care values of the organization and ensure their success. Human resource management is the qualitative improvement of human beings who are considered the most valuable assets of an organization. It is, no doubt, an outgrowth of the older process and approach. But it is much more than its parent disciplines, viz. personnel management. Its approach is multidisciplinary from the beginning to the end, is more comprehensive and deep rooted than training and development.

**Structure Pattern of Municipal Corporation on the Municipal Authorities.**
The Municipal Corporations in Maharashtra are generally structured on the pattern of Bombay Municipal Corporation which was provided in Bombay Municipal Corporation Act. 1988. Aurangabad Municipal Corporation was established in 1982. Since work continues. The chief feature of Act 1888 is the Separation of deliberative and executive functions and where in the deliberative wing comprises the Corporation and the Standing Committee and the Executive wings consists of the Municipal Commissioner. Aurangabad Municipal Corporation provides three coordinate authorities – the Corporation the Standing Committee
and the Municipal Commissioner. The "Corporation" or the Corporation council comprising of directly elected representative of the people is one of the Municipal authorities but "Municipal Corporation" refers to the entire body comparable inclusive of all the three authorities Corporation, Standing Committee and Commissioner all the three authorities in respect of their constitutions, powers and functions Status and position as follows.

**The Corporation Council:-**
The councilors are elected on the basis of adult franchise through secret ballot. The Aurangabad city is divided into 99 wards. These member councillors to be elected by the people. A person is twenty one years old to be chosen as a councilor if his name has been included in the electoral rolls for the ward.

**Elections:-**
Municipal Corporation is a important part of Urban Local Government. Aurangabad Municipal Corporation Council has elected member, co-opted member. Member whose seats are reserved etc. member included in council. Aurangabad Municipal Corporation is democratic, Autonomous local Urban Government representatives of people’s organization. Aurangabad Municipal has many authorities to solve people's problems and their hopes. The provision of Maharashtra Municipal Corporations Act 1949. Aurangabad Municipal Corporation has 104 councilors and 99 wards. 99 councilors are elected by people and five councilors are co-opted members in Corporations.
Qualification for elections as Councillor :-
Becoming Municipal Corporations councilors they follow some rules. Every person whose name is included in any ward roll. These people are not disqualified for any reason in elections these people are quality for election.
1. He should be Indian Citizen
2. His age should be Twenty five years old
3. He should not be a defaulter of Municipal Corporation.
4. He should not be quarrels ones.

Disqualification for Being a Councillor :-
It was held that the Municipal Commissioner could not take upon himself the task of ordering the disqualification. 1. He had to make a reference to the judge of small cause court or civil judge (S.D.) in the view of section 12 (1) of Act and abide by the orders.
2. False caste certificate.
3. Living children more than two.
4. Prohibiting criminal – background persons to be elected: a sonassing wealth.
5. The person who is in the job of Municipal Corporation on permanent post.
6. Who is not our nation’s citizen.
7. If the person was a judge in court.
All these things are disqualify in Municipal Corporations elections.

Duration of Corporation:-
Every Corporation, unless sooner dissolved, shall continue for period of five years from the date appointed for its first meeting and longer. A Corporation constituted upon the dissolution of a Corporation be
expiration of its duration shall continue for the remainder of the period for which the dissolved Corporation would have continued under subsection [1] has it not so dissolved. The term of office of the councilors shall be coterminous with the duration of the Corporation.

**Reservation for scheduled castes scheduled tribes and women:-**

There shall also be reservation of seats for the scheduled castes and the scheduled tribes and the number of seats so reserved shall been the same proportion to the total number of seats to be filled by direct elections as the population of the scheduled castes and scheduled tribes in the Municipal area bears to the total population of the area and such seats may be allotted by rotation to different constitutions in the Corporation not less than one half of the total number of reserved seats shall be further reserved for women belonging to SC/ST further not less than one half [including the number of seats reserved for women belonging to SC/ST] of the total number of seats by direct election shall be reserved for women and may be allotted by rotation to different constituencies in the Corporation. The State legislature may also reserve seats in favour of backward class also.

**Mayor and Deputy Mayor :-**

All Municipal Corporation Acts of various states provide for the office of Mayor and Deputy Mayor

1. The Maharashtra Municipal Corporation Act 1949 shall subject to the provision of sub section [1A] at its first meeting after the general elections. Elect from amongst the councilors one of its number to be the mayor and another to be the Deputy Mayor the tenure of the Mayor and the Deputy Mayor shall be of two and half year.
2. The mayor and the Deputy Mayor shall hold office until a new Mayor and new Deputy Mayor have been elected under sub-section [1] and, in a year in which general elections have been held, shall do so not withstanding that they have not been returned as councillors on the result of the elections.

3. The retiring Mayor or Deputy Mayor shall be eligible for reelections to either office.

4. The Deputy Mayor may resign his office at any time by notice in writing to the mayor and the Mayor may resign his office at any time by notice in writing to the Corporation.

5. If any causal vacancy accrue in the office of Mayor or Deputy Mayor, the Corporation shall, as soon as convenient offer the occurrence of the vacancy choose one of its number of Deputy Mayor so elected shall hold office so long only as the person in whose place he is appointed would have been entitled to hold it if the vacancy had not occurred.

6. The Mayor or the Deputy Mayor may be removed from the office by the State Government, if he fails to convinces two consecutive meetings of the Corporation as specified by or under this Act. And the Mayor or Deputy Mayor so removed shall not be eligible for reelection or reappointment as Mayor or as the case may be Deputy Mayor during the remainder term of his office. Providing that, no such Mayor or Deputy Mayor shall be removed from office unless he has been given a reasonable opportunity to furnish an explanation.
7 Provided further that, removal of the Mayor or Deputy Mayor from the office under this sub-section shall not affect his continuance as councillor for the remainder term of his office.

**Honoraria, Fees and Allowances :-**

With the previous sanction of the State Government the Municipal Corporation may pay each councilor such honoraria fees or other allowance as may be prescribed by rules made by the Corporation under this section Aurangabad Municipal Corporation have also provided Honoraria and allowances for per month 7500/- each councillors in Aurangabad Municipal Corporation.

**Powers and Functions of Mayor :-**

Mayor and Deputy Mayor powers and functions therefore differ from State to State but in Maharashtra State broadly these can be mentioned as follows :-

The statutory function is to preside over the meetings of the council and guide its deliberations: to maintain decorum and exclude any objectionable portion from the record of the proceeding of the council. He is also empowered to expel and even suspend member for gross misconduct or disorderly misbehavior. In the case of a tie he exercises his casting vote he may call special meetings of the council when considered necessary and shall have to call a meeting when asked by a specified number of Councillors. He being the first citizen of the city has to perform a large number of social duties and most of his official time is therefore, consumed by functions of social and public nature such as receiving distinguished visitors, visiting institutions as chief Guest, laying foundation stones, performing opening ceremonies, attending public meetings and participating in National celebrations etc.
A perusal of the above motioned powers and functions of Mayor confirms. He is the head of city Government.

**Standing Committee :-**
In the organizational hierarchy the Standing Committee is second to the Corporation. This is the most powerful committee of any Municipal Corporation. A Standing Committee consisting of the Mayor, the senior Deputy Mayor and other councillors elected by the councillors of the Corporation from amongst members. Aurangabad Municipal Corporation a standing committee have sixteen members. Half the member of this committee retire at the end of each year. The committee elects its own chairperson from among its councillors Mayor is the chairperson of the Standing Committee. The Commissioner shall be its ex-officio member and shall have right to votes. The executive officer of the Corporation shall be its secretary. The Standing Committee may require the Commissioner to produce any record. Correspondence plan under control Standing Committees Administrative and Functions in nature.

**Ward Committee :-**
The decentralize Municipal services ward committees have also been in corporate as a Municipal authority to deal with all such civil matters which directly affect the individual residents and being more readily accessible they are expected to meet day to day need to public more effectively. A ward committee consist of:-

a) All the councilors elected from the wards comprised in the zone.

b) the person if any nominated by the administrator U/s. [3] [b] [1], if his name is registered as on elector within the territorial limits of the zone concern. In every city there shall be constituted ward committees
comprising such contiguous electoral wards as may be divided by the Corporation in according to the following types.

**Municipal Commissioner :-**
At the apex of the Municipal Administration hierarchy Municipal Commissioner is there. The Municipal Commissioner position is made very powerful and quite independent of the elected body. The whole Municipal Administration is directly under the Commissioner and the heads of various departments report only to him or his deputy.

**Appointment of the Commissioner :-**
The Commissioner shall from time to time be appointed by the State Government on a three year term basis is the sold head of the executive branch. He belongs to cadre and he is a senior administration at least of the level of deputy secretary. Government for incapacity misconduct neglect of duty and shall with be so remember it at a meeting of the Corporation not less than fiveeighths of the whole number of councilors vote in favour of a resolution requiring his removal.

**Powers and Functions of the Commissioner:-**
The Commissioner usually devotes his whole time and attention to his office. The powers and functions of the Municipal Commissioner are many and varied. He is one of the statutory Municipal authorities to carry out the provisions of the Corporation Act. His most important statutory function is to execute the resolutions of the council and its committee. He is authorized to attend the meetings of the council and of any of its committee. He can participate in discussion and express his views on various points but he has not the right to vote. He is custodian
of all Municipal records. He is to prepare the budget estimates and after these have been passed to submit them to the State Government for approval.

He is to keep the Mayor informed of all the official correspondence which he might enter in to with the State Government. He has been clothed with a vast variety of powers. He can make appointments to posts carrying a certain grade. The Commissioner has special extraordinary powers during the time of emergency. He can take immediate action on the occurrence or threatened occurrence of any sudden accident or unforeseen event involving or likely involve extensive changes to any property of the Corporation of danger to human life, but he has to inform the Corporation of the action taken, reasons for the same and cost involved. The multi dimensional nature of the activities of the Commissioner makes him the pivot of Municipal Administration. The Commissioner has certain specific powers regarding the creation of posts. His role is hard the work is heavy and the pressure on him tremendous. Yet he can survive and do good work to make the city life clean and livable.

**Duties and Responsibilities of Municipal Corporation :-**

Municipal Corporation's duties and responsibility are determined according to Maharashtra Municipal Corporation Act. 1949. As per the Acts duties and responsibility carried out by the Municipal Corporation are as follows :

Making rules and byelaws, giving direction, making appointments, budgeting financial control, vigilance investigation and discussion of the civic issues. The Municipal Act makes a detailed provision of functions obligatory and discretionary on the line of the Bombay Municipal
Corporation Act 1949, the duties and functions of Aurangabad Municipal Corporations are as follows:

**Obligatory Functions:**
1. Provision of sanitation and public health.
2. Public Latrines.
3. Lighting the public streets and public places.
4. Fire brigade.
5. Hospital and Dispensaries
6. Sewerage and Drainage.
7. Disposal of Dead Bodies.
10. Regulating dangerous trades which affects public safety.
11. Regulation of places for occupations
12. Running schools for primary education.
13. Registration of births and deaths.
15. Taking measure for preventing and checking.
16. Constructing and maintaining public streets and bridges.
17. Running and maintaining water supply schemes.
18. Removing dangerous building etc.
19. Providing relief to destitute people in times of famine and scarcity.
20. Welfare measure for scheduled castes and tribes etc.
21. Removing encroachment on Government properties.

**Discretionary functions are as follows:**
1. To provide milk to the expectant or nursing mothers and school going.
2. To establish institutions for taking care of the disabled and handicapped persons.
3. To destroy harmful animals and birds.
4. To provide facilities like libraries, swimming pools etc.
5. To provide mechanically propelled transport facilities or trams in their respective jurisdiction.
6. To open libraries, museums, art galleries botanical gardens, Zoo.
7. To provide facilities like public gardens, exhibitions for promotion of sports, ambulance service, marriage registration etc.
8. Public bathrooms.
9. To supply electricity and domestic gas.
10. Slum improvement.
11. To open shops of essential commodities during the period of scarcity.
13. Calamity relief.
14. To provide grants or donation to private primary / secondary schools and students
15. Sanitary dwelling for the poor.
16. To open and non maternity homes and infant welfare home.

In the 12th schedule under the 74th Amendment of the constitution has proposed a large number of functions. But the Government of Maharashtra has in corporate 6 out of 18 functions in the 12th schedule through on Amendment to Maharashtra Municipal Act. 1965 in section 49 in 1994. These functions are as follows:

1) Planning for social and economic development (obligatory)
2) Urban forestry, protection of environment and promoting a ecological aspect (obligatory)
3) Urban Poverty Alleviation (Discretionary)
4) Slum improvement and up gradation (Discretionary)
5) Control on the slaughter houses and regulation of fineries (Discretionary)
6) Cattle pounds and prevention of cruelty to animals (Discretionary)

The Central Government of India control the overall development initiatives in Urban areas through the ministry of Urban affairs and employment however State Government have a significant control on the staffing finances and administration of the Municipal Corporation the State Government exercise control through their Urban Development Department. The 74th constitutional Amendment Act and the conformity Municipal legislation by different State Governments including Maharashtra have paved a new path for public participation through the ward committee empowerment of women and weaker sections of the society.

**Personnel Administration of Urban Governments:**

Efficient and effective functioning of any organization depends mainly on the competence of the staff employed for implementing its policies and programmes in developing countries local bodies have the potential of serving as engines of economic development. If any break through is to be achieved in economic development through the agency of local bodies, it is the staff that will have to Act as a catalyst in that process Municipal personnel system thus needs to be a sound one. According to a study made by the United Nations, Municipal Personnel System can be classified into three categories.

1) Separate Personnel System.
2) Unified Personnel System.
3) Integrated Personnel System.
Separate Personnel System :-
A Separate Personnel System is one in which each local authority has the power to appoint and administer its own personnel and they are not transferable to any other jurisdiction by a central body. In the past, Municipal bodies in most states in India practiced Separate Personnel System. This system has been in vogue in various countries likes limited states U. K. Japan, Newzeland etc.

Unified Personnel System :-
These system or provincialisation of Municipal services was considered to be a remedy for the ailments from which the prevailing Municipal personnel system suffered under a Unified Personnel System. All or certain categories of local authorities from a single carrier service for the entire State and it is distinct from the State / National civil service and it is the State Government which administers and controls the service. The employees are transferable between Local Governments within the state. Local Governments thus get divested of the authority to recruit and administer personnel. The countries and administer personnel. The countries which have adopted this system include Ireland, Thailand, Nigeria.

Integrated Personnel System :-
In Integrated Personnel System, the personnel of the State Government and those of Local Government from part of the same service and in which vertical as well as horizontal transferability is possible in other wards, the State Government may constitute as integrated service for some or all categories of personnel for the Urban Government. The Integrated Personnel System exists in various under – developed countries like Nepal, Taiwan.
Position in India :-
In India all the three systems viz. Separate, unified and integrated are followed in various states. The integrated system is followed in Tamilnadu, and other southern states wherein officers serving Municipal Government are transferable horizontally between Municipalities and also vertically between National, State and Municipal Government. The unified model in vogue in Rajasthan, Uttar Pradesh, Punjab and Haryana where Municipal services have been unified up to the supervisory and clerical levels but the lowest level employees continue to be recruited and controlled at the Municipal level. The separate personnel model is obtainable in West Bengal, Maharashtra and Gujarat where the Municipal authorities enjoy exclusive competence to recruit and manage their own personnel subject to the rules framed by the concerned State Government to control certain aspects of the management of Municipal personnel. Thus personnel system of Urban Local Government in our country differ from State to State and even in the same State as there in unified personnel system operates so far as higher echelons of Municipal services at lower levels.

Recruitment:-
Recruitment is the big problem of personnel administration. Recruitment constitutes cornerstone of the whole personnel structure. The Municipal Administration is close to public Municipal bodies should have a sound policy and system of recruitment in order to get competent staff. The State Government makes recruitment. There are two methods of recruitment of public personnel. They are 1. Recruitment by promotion and 2. Direct recruitment. The State Government makes appointment to the Municipal Corporation services such as those of executive officers, secretaries, Municipal engineer’s Municipal health officers etc. also on
the evident that Municipal Corporation does not enjoy any autonomy worth the name in the recruitment of personnel for the management of senior and middle level positions. For recruitment to lower posts, the Corporation and the Commissioner have to abide by the rules and regulation which may be framed by the State Government. These posts carrying emoluments of Rs. 200 and below. The power of appointment to all posts caring a minimum salary exclusive of allowance of Rs. 500 or more vest in the Corporation and the appointment of officers with a minimum salary of less than Rs. 500 vests in Commissioner.

**Promotion:-**

Promotion is great signification in personnel administration. The provincialisation of Municipal services has increased the opportunities for promotions. It has been provided that fifty percent of posts will be filled by promotion. The promotion is a vacancy in higher grade a person from lower grade can be promoted. In the Municipal Corporation all the top and middle level administrative executives, professionals and technical positions filled by the State Government seventy five percent of posts of lower division clerks, upper division clerks, superintendents and other corresponding posts are filled through promotion on the basic of seniority while twenty five percent of the posts are filled from outside.

**Training :-**

Training helps the administration to function efficiently. It prepares the civil servants to handle the task entrusted to him. Training is the conscious effort, on the part of management to give assistance and direction to the employees in learning their jobs and their Actual development. Broadly training of two kinds 1. informal training and 2.
formal training. Formal training is again divisible in the pre-entry training and post entry training. Formal training by experience. This is when a civil servant learns the work of his job by gradual experience without being guided by anybody and informal training by guidance direction advice and assistance. That is when a civil servant learns the work of his job with the help and under the guidance of someone pre-entry training is a given a training given to the individual long before he joins the Government job. Post entry training given to the individual after he joins the service. After entering in to the services the department gives him necessary training in the methods of procedures of the work of his job. Institutional development in the field of training that it is exclusively focused on the Municipal employees. 1963 Government of India appointed a committee known as Nuruddin Committee on the training of Municipal employees. The Committee emphasized the need for imparting training to the Municipal personnel in different types of Municipal bodies, professionization of Municipal Administration was considered necessary in view of the increasing complexities of urban administration. The committee recommended. The setting up of training institute at the central level which would organize high level, imaginative training programmes, and coordinate the training Activities throughout the country and promote necessary uniformity in the programmes of different State level institutes. The Committee observed, "It would be one of the central institutes major responsibilities to prescribe the standard of training and research and it should serve as model in this respect." I.I.P.A., New Delhi institute arranges the training programmes for the Municipal personnel at their institutes of public administration. It is desirable that State Government should establish a centre for research and training in Municipal Administration at one of their universities to serve as a nucleus for the regional centre which can
be financially supported by the Central Government like other regional centre. In the absence of any arrangements of their own for the training of Municipal employees. The State Governments in this part of the country are woefully failing in their duty to ensure trained personnel for the efficient functioning of their Municipal institutions the State Government sponsored institution in collaboration with the universities to training centre for Municipal and other urban institutions personnel.

Chart No:-4.3
Organizational Structure of municipal Corporation in India

Prior to the implementation of the 1992 Act, urban local government was defined by the Municipal Corporations, Municipal Councils, Town Area Committees and Notified Area Councils/Committees. Hence, the
structure and composition of municipalities varied considerably, with wide differences in definition and structure between States. The 1992 Act brought uniformity in the constitution of the municipal bodies by classifying them as Municipal Corporations for large urban areas, Municipal Councils for smaller urban areas, followed by Nagar Panchayats and suburban government bodies.

The Municipal Corporation of a state is divided into zones and every zone has its Municipal Commissioner, followed by Municipal Corporation Inspectors. The Municipal Commissioner is the Chief Executive Officer and head of the executive arm of the Municipal Corporation. All executive powers are exercised by the Municipal Commissioner.

The Commissioner is appointed for a fixed term as defined by state statute. The Commissioner's tenure can be extended or reduced. The powers of the Commissioner are those provided by the statute and those delegated by the Corporation or the Standing Committee.

**Who are the members of a Municipal Corporation**

The Municipal Corporation consists of a committee which includes a Mayor with Councillors. The Corporations provide necessary community services to the Metropolitan Cities and are formed under the Corporation Act of 1835 of Panchayati Raj system. The Mayor heads the Municipal Corporation. The corporation remains under the charge of Municipal Commissioner. The Executive Officers along with the Mayor and Councillors monitor and implement the programs related to planning the development of the corporation. The number of Councillors also depends upon the area and population of the city. In India, the four
metropolitan cities; Delhi, Mumbai, Kolkata and Chennai, have the largest corporations.

**Who conducts Municipal Corporation Elections**

The elections to the Municipal Corporations are conducted under the guidance, direction, superintendence and control of the State Election Commission. The corporations fall under the State government jurisdiction, therefore there are no uniform provisions for the election of the municipal bodies. In some States, the elections are organised by the state governments, while in some states, the Executive Officers arrange the same.

**How are Municipal Corporation Elections conducted?**

The members of the Municipal Corporation are elected by the people through direct elections. The elections are held for a particular ward in the city. The electoral roll of a particular ward elects the representative or Councillor for their ward. The electoral roll for each ward is divided into one or several parts depending upon the area within the ward where the voters of each part reside. This means that the voters included in each part belong to a street or a road or a named area within that ward. The voters from all the parts together form the electoral roll of a particular ward.

**Qualification for contesting Municipal Corporation elections**

A person can contest elections for Municipal Corporation if he/she fulfills the following criteria:
- She/he must be a citizen of India
- She/he must have attained the age of 21 years
• His/her name is registered in the Electoral Roll of a ward
• She/he is not earlier disqualified for contesting Municipal Corporation elections.
• She/he must not be an employee of any Municipal Corporation in India

There are few seats which are reserved for scheduled tribes, scheduled castes, backward classes and women. Every candidate's nomination form should have a declaration stating the class, caste, or tribe that she/he belongs to. There should be a declaration that the candidate is a woman, in case the seat is reserved for a women candidate.

**The Term of a Municipal Corporation**

The office of Municipal Corporation runs for a period of five years since the beginning of its first meeting. It is subject to dissolution under various circumstances:
• If the State finds the Corporation lagging in its duties
• If the State finds the corporation exceeding or abusing its power
• Declaration of the Municipal elections in the State as void, or withdrawal of the entire area of the ward from the municipal operations.

**Functions of Municipal Corporation**

The Municipal Corporation looks after providing the essential services to the people of that district/area which includes:
• Hospitals
• Water Supply
• Drainage
• Market places
• Fire Brigades
• Roads
• Over Bridge
• Solid Waste
• Street Lightning
• Parks
• Education
• Birth and Death Records in the Area

Roles and Duties of a Councillor

The Councillors under the Municipal Corporations perform the following duties:
• To work towards the welfare and interests of the municipality as a whole.
• To participate in the council meetings, council committee meetings and meetings of other related bodies.
• To participate in developing and evaluating the programs and policies of the municipality
• To keep the privately discussed matters in council meetings in confidence.
• To get all the information from the chief administrative officer about the operation and administration of the municipality.
• To perform any other similar or necessary duties.
Concluding Remark:-
The urban local government which works for the development of any Metropolitan City with a population of more than one million is known as the Municipal Corporation in India. The members of the Municipal Corporation are directly elected by the people and are called Councillors.
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